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SHOOTING STARS: `Lucky You' continues its run; `Surreal 
Life' visits

Reel life or "Surreal Life"? 

Take your pick, because you'll find both on this week's location calendar. 

The big-screen poker drama "Lucky You" antes up for its second week in Las Vegas, with Eric 
Bana (as professional poker ace Huck Cheever), Drew Barrymore (as Billie, a struggling singer) 
and Robert Duvall (as Cheever's estranged dad) starring for director Curtis Hanson ("L.A. 
Confidential," "8 Mile"). 

The production is expected to split its location focus this week between downtown (at Binion's) 
and the Strip (at Bellagio and the Aladdin). 

Because Bellagio's poker room is under construction, however, "Lucky You" will capture Bellagio 
poker action on a set, according to Alicia Malone, public relations coordinator for Bellagio owner 
MGM Mirage. 

Instead, "Lucky You" will feature casino and back-of-the-house views of the hotel, Malone notes. 

It's the first major studio production to shoot at Bellagio since "Ocean's Eleven" visited three 
years ago. (Coincidentally -- or maybe not -- both movies share a studio, Warner Bros., and a 
production company, Village Roadshow Pictures.) 

Shifting to "The Surreal Life," the fifth season of VH1's reality series is scheduled to conclude a 
two-day Vegas visit today. 

Sunday's schedule called for the "Surreal" lineup -- led by steroid-powered slugger Jose Canseco, 
actor Bronson Pinchot, model Janice Dickinson, hip-hopper Sandi Denton (alias Pepa of Salt-n-
Pepa), motorcross madman Carey Hart and "The Apprentice's" Omarosa, who's pushing the 15-
minute fame limit -- to play a softball game against a squad of equally familiar characters. 

Familiar-looking, at any rate, because they're all celebrity impersonators, booked by RNRH 
Entertainment's Rob Garrett, alias Neil Diamond. Also on the team: Coty Alexander as Madonna, 
Sandy Anderson as Dolly Parton, Denita Asberry as Tina Turner, Bobby Brooks as Stevie Wonder, 
Denny Denman as Elton John, Diane Gordon as Janet Jackson and Kenny Whiz as Michael 
Jackson. 

Garrett's company has previously booked impersonators on talk shows visiting Las Vegas, from 
Jay Leno's "Tonight Show" to "Last Call With Carson Daly." 

But Sunday's softball game represents a first, he says. 

"This is the first time, to my knowledge, that I've ever seen them mix real-life celebrities with the 
impersonators," he notes. 

The real Sir Elton John is back at Caesars Palace's Colosseum with his "Red Piano" show -- which 
will be filmed this week for future television broadcast. 

And Spike TV's coverage of "The Ultimate Fighter," the Ultimate Fighting Championship's weekly 
reality show, goes live for its finale Saturday in Cox Pavilion at the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas. 

An eight-field fight card with preliminary bouts begins at 3:30 p.m., with the live telecast of the 
middleweight and light heavyweight finals at 6 p.m. (Finalists will be determined on today's 
broadcast.) A bout between UFC hall-of-famer Ken Shamrock and rising star Rich Franklin also will 



be featured. 

Tickets for the UFC telecast are available at UNLV ticket outlets or online at http://www.unlv.com. 

And the BBC returns to Las Vegas for "Only in America," focusing on the wonderful, the wacky and 
the weird. (In Las Vegas? What are they thinking?) 

Sunday's schedule included a drive-through marathon -- with stops for Krispy Kreme doughnuts 
and Baskin-Robbins ice cream -- before reaching the crew's ultimate destination. 

That's A Special Memory wedding chapel's drive-through wedding window, with the inevitable 
Elvis impersonator as a special guest, according to A Special Memory's Joni Moss. 

Another BBC crew will be in town today through Wednesday capturing sights and sounds of the 
Strip, while Germany's ARD television is expected to complete a five-day visit Tuesday on a 
special devoted to Las Vegas' centennial. 

Destiny Productions' "Out and About" also visits Southern Nevada this week -- but plans to look 
beyond the Strip. 

The half-hour show focuses on "things to do and places to go," from "the excitement of Las 
Vegas" to Laughlin's "outdoor playground" to the golfing mecca of Mesquite, explains Donna 
Pennell, executive producer and host of the series, which is seen on local stations throughout New 
York State, New England and the Canadian provinces of Ontario and Quebec. 

Another TV project tops our "coming attractions" file: NBC's "Today Show," which is expected next 
week for a "Lend a Hand Today" segment, hosted by Al Roker. Stay tuned to next week's 
Shooting Stars for details. 

As for a "maybe-it's-coming" attraction, CBS' "CSI: Crime Scene Investigation" might return to 
Las Vegas, the scene of its prime-time crimes, for the season finale, which is expected to begin 
filming this week under Quentin Tarantino's direction. 

By deadline, however, show officials hadn't determined whether there was enough work in the 
season's final episode to justify a Vegas trek.


